
Optimal Operation  
through collaboration

Automated  
Voyage Evaluation

STEP 3 STEP 4

Achieving optimal operation by 
using collaboration tools between 

the ship and shore managers.

Evaluate and improve voyage 
efficiency through automatic 

reports.

Establishment of  
optimal operation plan

STEP 2

Establishment of optimal profit-
making plan considering energy 

efficiency.

Fleet Efficiency
Automatically analyze the energy efficiency of hundreds of ships and 
manage non-performance. Ship energy improvement activities can be 
continued by using the collaboration tool between the shore office and ships.

Efficiency

Efficiency Management Process

Ship Energy Efficiency Management

Establishment of optimal profit-making plan  
considering energy efficiency.

Collaboration Tool between the Ship and Shore

Continuos Improvement with Voy. Evaluation

Vessellink consists of 'Vessellink For Ship', which is installed remotely on ships to help them operate, and 'Vessellink For Shore', 
which can efficiently monitor and manage hundreds of ships on shore office.

The ship energy efficiency management service is a tool that manages the voyage actual values (Speed, FOC & Distance), speed loss, 
torque rich, and main engine cylinder oil feed rate related to the operation efficiency of the ship. It helps to set goals based on the 
performance of each vessel and achieve them through transparent data-based collaboration tools between ships and shore.

Based on the analyzed ship propulsion performance, it is possible to 
calculate the fuel consumption required for sailing to the destination, making 
accurate ship profit analysis and ship maintenance decisions..

Provide collaboration tools to improve energy efficiency, 
safety, and operation according to vessel operaiton.

Upon completion of the voyage, an automated system 
analyzes the voyage's energy efficiency and provides a report 
to the shore manager and the vessel.

It is designed to easily understand the performance information of each fleet 
through the dashboard and utilize it for decision-making.

Ship Energy  
Efficiency Management

Customized Performance Analysis

Voyage Evaluation & Issue Management

Automation System

Intuitive Dashboard

STEP 1

Energy efficiency analysis based  
on transparent data.

Although the speed was maintained well compared to the 
target value, the daily fuel consumption was 2.0 tons higher 
on average and the speed loss was also lowered by 3%. 
Therefore, it is necessary to discuss the hull improvement 
activities after additional monitoring for the next voy.

In the case of distance, deviation occurred due to the 
influence of bad weather, and it increased slightly compared 
to the target value. (about 300nm)

By this afternoon, we will set the direction for 
improvement and proceed.
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